Consolidating the sustainable development of the oil and gas industry in Latin America and the Caribbean
We are the only regional oil and gas association in Latin America and the Caribbean

Created in 1965, our members include private and state-owned operators, as well as service providers operating in more than 30 countries in the Region.

We promote integration, sustainable growth and operational excellence in the industry, through cooperation between our member companies and the creation of robust partnerships with key stakeholders.

We contribute to the energy transitions process in the context of sustainable development through a collaborative effort of different stakeholders, which addresses the entire value chain: upstream, midstream and downstream, including renewable energy.
Value proposal

We have direct relationship with governments in the Region and we are recognized as the only development organization for the oil and gas industry in Latin America and the Caribbean. Over the years, we have created a strong collaborative approach with the Hydrocarbon Agencies.

We provide a forum for the exchange of knowledge and experiences on operational and management issues among our member companies. We provide assistance to our members to solve specific problems through different means, in addition to developing a comprehensive training program tailored to their needs.

We are the only regional articulator between the international and national industry associations. We also coordinate a collaborative international network of specialized professional and industry associations.

We support our members’ initiatives in their adaptation to the new business scenario related to energy transitions.
How we do it

Working groups formed of professionals from our members

- Health, Safety and Environment
- Social responsibility
- Human Talent and Knowledge Management
- Exploration and production
- Refining and fuels
- Pipelines and terminals
- Gas and energy
- Climate Change
- Industrial Cybersecurity
- Communications
- Sustainable Development Goals

The official languages of the Association are Spanish, English and Portuguese. This facilitates interaction between professionals and expands the outreach of our projects.

ARPEL Leadership Program
- Module 1
- Module 2
- Module 3

RETOS™
- + info

Program for the accreditation in pipeline integrity management

ARPEL Conference

Training courses
- + info

Meetings of Hydrocarbon Agencies

Mutual Technical Assistance
- + info

Benchmarking

Members’ only technical cooperation workshops

Technical and analyses documents
- + info
### Active members

- ANCAP
- Chevron
- COGA
- Cupét
- ENAP
- Pan American Energy
- OLDELVAL
- Petrocaribe
- RECOPE
- Staatsolie
- Tecpetrol
- TGN
- YPF
- Cargill
- PEMEX
- Petropar
- Petropar
- ### Cooperative members

- Honeywell UOP
- IHS Markit
- Schlumberger
- TGS
- ### Institutional members

- acp
- AIHE
- aip
- API
- CBHE
- CENMAP
- Cier
- CIESOL
- CYTED
- Fundación Bariloche
- IAPG
- IBP
- IGU
- ILTA
- ICP
- Ipleca
- Oil Spill Response
- SIGTTO
- SLOM
- World Petroleum Council

### Alliances

- Argentina
- ECLAC
- Ganagar Ganar
- OLADE
- COBLE
- RAC-MEPE

---

**Regional Headquarters:**
info@arpel.org.uy

**www.arpel.org**

**www.innovarpel.org**